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Abstract

Designing networked systems that take best advantage of
heterogeneous dataplanes – e.g., dividing packet processing
across both a PISA switch and an x86 CPU – can improve
performance, efficiency, and resource consumption. How-
ever, programming for multiple hardware targets remains
challenging because developers must learn platform-specific
languages and skills. While some ‘write-once, run-anywhere’
compilers exist, they are unable to consider a range of im-
plementation options to tune the NF to meet performance
objectives. In this short paper, we explore preliminary ideas
towards a compiler that explores a large search space of differ-
ent mappings of functionality to hardware. This exploration
can be tuned for a programmer-specified objective, such as
minimizing memory consumption or maximizing network
throughput. Our initial prototype, SyNAPSE, is based on a
methodology called component-based synthesis and supports
deployments across x86 and Tofino platforms. Relative to
a baseline compiler which only generates one deployment
decision, SyNAPSE uncovers thousands of deployment op-
tions – including a deployment which reduces the amount
of controller traffic by an order of magnitude, and another
deployment which halves memory usage.

Keywords

In-network compute, Network function virtualization, Pro-
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1 Introduction

In the pursuit of upgradeability, customizability, and inno-
vation, the networking community has embraced program-
mable dataplanes to implement network functions (NFs), in-
cluding advanced features like deep packet inspection, fil-
tering, address translation and WAN optimization. Which
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programmable hardware is best suited to implement these ca-
pabilities remains an active area of debate: will the winner be
Protocol Independent Switch Architecture (PISA) switches [2,
3, 7, 8]? Network Processing Units [20]? FPGAs [32]? Or x86
software [9, 22, 24, 25]?
The challenging truth is that all of these platforms have

their strengths. For example, while PISA switches excel at
match-action operations on packet headers [18], traditional
x86 software wins for parsing regular expressions over pay-
loads [32]. Hybrid dataplane designs [10, 23, 27, 31, 32] which
use an ensemble of platforms, each platform performing tasks
it is best suited for, are proving capable of higher throughput,
lower latency, better energy efficiency, lower cost, etc. than
single-platform approaches. For example, traditional reactive
SDNpartitions thedataplanebetweenpacket forwarding (per-
formed entirely on the switch), and flow establishment (with
a controller), and some intrusion detection systems partition
the dataplane between exactmatch search (using a SmartNIC)
and regular expression parsing (on a CPU) [5, 32].

Unfortunately, hybrid designs are extremely challenging to
develop.Eachprogrammableplatformcomeswith itsownpro-
gramming language (e.g., P4, Verilog, or C), hardware features
(Is there SRAM, DRAM, or both? Is there a cache hierarchy?),
anddebugging challenges.Developinghigh-performanceNFs
for any single platform is alreadywidely considered to be chal-
lenging, and asking developers to learn an elite skillset for
multiple such platforms is a very tall order. What developers
really need is the ability to ‘write once, and run anywhere’
with code not only portable across different platforms, but
partitionable, with dataplane codepaths automatically provi-
sioned on the hardware best-suited for that task.
Groundbreaking forays into ‘write once, run anywhere’

models have shown that it is possible to build compilers and
schedulers that can correctly partition code across multiple
dataplane platforms [6, 10, 23, 27, 31]. Nonetheless, existing
approaches fall short of delivering on the core premise of
hybrid dataplanes: the ability to use each platform for what
it is best suited with regard to a particular performance or
resource objective such as latency or memory utilization, re-
spectively.At ahigh level, existingapproaches focusprimarily
on the problem of translation, reasoning about performance
or resource utilization only – if at all – with regard to one,
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Figure 1: Three NAT implementations: a) to save switch resources, all packets go to the controller and state is kept

in CPU memory; b) to improve throughput while avoiding limited register memory, state is kept in the switch

MAT. Only the control-plane can update theMAT, so the first packet of a flow goes to the controller. c) tomaximize

throughput, state can bekept in registers,which can beupdated from the data-planewithout controller intervention.

Algorithm 1 Simplified NAT pseudo-code. portsmaps flows
to public ports, and flows has the reverse mapping.
1: function process(pkt, port)
2: if port =WAN then

3: if flows.contains(pkt.d_port) then
4: pkt.d_ip← flows[pkt.d_port].priv_ip
5: pkt.d_port← flows[pkt.d_port].priv_port
6: forward(LAN)
7: else

8: drop()
9: else

10: flow← {pkt.s_ip, pkt.d_ip, pkt.s_port, pkt.d_port}
11: if ports.contains(flow) then
12: public_port← ports[flow]
13: else

14: public_port← allocate_port()
15: ports[flow]← public_port
16: flows[public_port]← { pkt.s_ip, pkt.s_port }
17: pkt.s_ip← PUBLIC_IP
18: pkt.s_port← public_port
19: forward(WAN)

hard-coded objective.
In this paper, we discuss early design considerations for a

cross-platform compiler which tunes deployment of a given
network function to achieve performance or resource objec-
tives. For example, a NAT designed for maximum throughput
might store all port mappings on a switch dataplane, but a
NAT designed to conserve on-switch memory might only
store state for elephant flows on the switch dataplane, and
keep mice on an external controller. Our prototype compiler,
SyNAPSE, reasons about such trade-offs and generates fine-
tuned deployments based on component-based synthesis [13].
The key insight behind SyNAPSE is that much of the per-

formance and resource tuning done by elite developers is

invested into the implementation of common, reusable algo-
rithms and data structures. Typical developers then re-use
these algorithms and data structures, choosing implementa-
tions that best suit their performance objectives (e.g., using
a hash table with separate chaining for memory density, or
cuckoo hashing [21] to put tight bounds on lookup times).

SyNAPSE provides a library of standard abstract data types
(e.g.map,vector) andalgorithmswithmultiple backing imple-
mentations; we broadly call these ‘components’. For example,
in software SyNAPSEmight provide a cuckoo hash, a binary
search tree, and a hash table with separate chaining all to
implement map, and for PISA switches SyNAPSEmight use
registers as well as a TCAM or SRAM-based tables to imple-
ment the same component. Hence, the same component can
be implemented on multiple platforms, and multiple ways
on each platform. Importantly, component implementations
can be written once by developers with platform-specific ex-
pertise, and then be reused later by developers who need not
worry about hand tuning the internals of each component.

NF developers need only focus on the control flow and net-
working logic of their application, programming against the
abstract SyNAPSE componentAPIs. By separating the compo-
nent implementations from NF core logic, we can use exhaus-
tive symbolic execution techniques [30] to build a sound and
complete representation of NF functionality. At compile-time,
the SyNAPSE compiler takes in this representation, a profile
of the available hardware platforms and their resources, and
a performance or resource objective to optimize for. It then
searches over the space of all possible deployments to find a
suitable mapping of components to hardware.
In comparisons relative to state-of-the-art Gallium [31],

our initial prototype can generate a deployment of a Network
Address Translator over a PISA switch and x86 controller that
matches their resource utilization and throughput. However,
because SyNAPSE can be asked to optimize for different per-
formance metrics, it is also able to find a deployment which
provides higher throughput, reducing the amount of traffic
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Figure 3: Switch and controller NAT logic optimized

for resource utilization. nodes use switch tables.

to the controller by 3 orders of magnitude (at a cost of switch
memory resources), and a deployment which optimizes to
minimize switch resources, halving the amount of SRAMused
(at the cost of higher CPU load on the controller).

2 Motivation

To understand the process of offloading an NF to a network
accelerator, consider aTofino-based programmable switch [8]
and the simplified NAT in Algorithm 1. New flows from the
LAN to the WAN interface are remapped to use a unique
external port (Line 14). All of the information needed to per-
form address translation for future packets in this flow is then
stored in twomaps (for LAN toWAN traffic: Line 15; and vice-
versa: Line 16). As traffic comes back from theWAN, it either
matches a known flow and is translated/forwarded (Line 6),
or is dropped (Line 8).
There are many ways of offloading this NF to the switch,

three ofwhichwe outline in Figure 1. Each of them showcases
a specific switch resource being allocated to store the NAT’s
translation table. Figures 3 to 5 complement these by depict-
ing three distinct offloading implementations that make use
of this resource utilization flexibility to optimize for specific
goals. We call these offloading solutions execution plans. Each
execution plan’s node represents some logic implemented
either on the switch (if the node is blue) or on the controller
(in case it is red).

Each different offloading approach represents a particular
trade-off between performance and resource-usage. Figure 1a
illustrates a trivial solution that steers all packets to the con-
troller. Although the NF is no longer accelerated, it is a valid
option, for instance, if the goal is to save the switch’s resources
to be used by other applications.

Other solutions (e.g., Figures 1band3)would implement the
maps flows and ports as P4 tables to be kept in the Match-
Action Tables (MATs). As updating a map corresponds to
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registers. Hashed nodes represent async operations.

adding a new entry to the MAT, and as MATs can be updated
from the controller only, the first packet of a flow needs to be
steered to the controller, triggering the installation of a new
flow rule in the switch. Subsequent packets can be processed
entirely in the switch data plane thereafter. This accelerated
version (wecall itmin-resources) improves theperformance
by keeping most traffic in the data plane, at the cost of switch
memory. This is similar to the accelerated NAT generated by
Gallium [31] that also requires CPU intervention to install
new flows in the switch.
For maximum performance, a Tofino expert would try to

maintain packet processing entirely in the switch data plane
(Figure 1c). This would require the use of data structures on
the Tofino that allow write operations by the data plane it-
self, e.g., P4 registers. These are hard to use, with restrictions
like only allowing a single read-modify-write operation per
packet, but can be used to performwrite operations to state
stored on the data plane. The expert could envision many
different solutions to this problem. For instance, one solution
would be to store a limited number of flows in these regis-
ters using a simple hashing mechanism (Figure 4). As register
space fills up, flows will cause hash collisions, at which point
the new flow can be directed to the controller to populate an
overflow space in tables. As most traffic stays in the switch,
we call it the min-cpu-load solution.
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Another solution would take this a step further and asyn-
chronously move flows from the limited register space to
the larger MAT tables (Figure 5), trading off some additional
CPU load for this process for higher network throughput
(max-throughput). We could even take advantage of more
exotic algorithms and data structures on the data plane al-
ready devised by previous work, such as sketches [16, 29],
bloom filters [18], or cuckoo hashes [18]. All of these, or even
some combination of them, could potentially be used to form
an even better performing offloading version of a NAT.
One key takeaway is that there is a plethora of different

ways to offload this single NF to the switch, all of themwith
different trade-offs and payoffs. Although part of the chal-
lenge is planning how to partition logic and data between the
accelerator and the controller, it actually goes deeper: even
for the same partitioning one could devise different algorithms
to implement the same functionality.

While offloading NFs to network accelerators in these var-
ious manners can improve their performance and free up
computational resources on commodity hardware, it is not
trivial how to do it since it requires deep expertise and famil-
iarity with the accelerator’s idiosyncrasies. Moreover, each
time the NF implementation changes, its offloaded solution
might need to be completely restructured. Automating this
task can potentially bring all its benefits whilst taking the
labor off the shoulders of the NF developers.
State-of-the-art and SyNAPSE: Recent work tackled the
challengeof automatingNFoffloadingby either requiringNFs
to be developed in a high-level programming language specifi-
cally designed for this purpose [6, 10], usingmachine learning
to infer porting strategies [23], or by partitioning acceler-
ated code (P4) into multiple P4 targets [27]. Closer to us, Gal-
lium [31] starts from anNFwritten as a Clickmodule [14] and
builds a model for the NF which it then manipulates and par-
titions to try to maximize the amount of operations offloaded
to the accelerator, which for their NAT results in something
like Figures 1b and3.This approach is akin to a compiler, trans-
forming the NF using to a set of rules to find a single solution.

SyNAPSEpusheson the state-of-the-art in threeways. First,
it uses as inputNF codewritten in a general-purpose language
(e.g., C). As a result, the developer does not need elite skills in
different low-level languages and in-depth knowledge of the
target hardware intricacies to program the accelerated code.
Second, it leverages program synthesis that navigates the vast
space of possible offloading solutions to search for the con-
figuration that best meets the user’s goal – a vast space that
is mostly overlooked by previous systems. Within this space
would be Gallium’s solution and with the right configuration
SyNAPSE could find it, but the power of our approach is in
the reasoning about this space, rather than the ability to come
up with any one given solution. Third, our component-based
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Figure 6: Search building the execution plans.

approach [13] separates the development of the core NF logic
from code acceleration.

3 Component-based NF Synthesis

In this section, we discuss the SyNAPSE design and the
different roles different kinds of developers take.
Development: We envision two kinds of developers: accel-
erator developers and NF developers. Accelerator developers
are platform experts. They implement reusable components
respecting the same abstract interface, like implementing a
lookup table using a P4 table for PISA switches or a hash table
for x86 CPUs, and expose them as C APIs. These components
are made available to NF developers, e.g., via open source
libraries. NF developers write C-like NF code (with some
constraints on loops and pointer arithmetic to facilitate anal-
ysis [30]) that use the components in an NF implementation.
Deploying NF Code: Using our NAT running example, Sy-
NAPSE starts from an NF implementation provided by an NF
developer (Section 2) andperforms symbolic analysis [4] to ex-
tract a sound and complete representation of its functionality.
This follows the approach developed in Vigor [30], whereby
data structures and other complex library code are separated
out from the otherwise stateless NF core logic. Without the
complexity of data structures and algorithms, the NF code is
now stateless. Hence it is amenable to exhaustive symbolic ex-
ecution, resulting in a tree representing all possible codepaths.
Subjecting our NAT to these techniques outputs the model
depicted in Figure 2. This tree represents NF functionality in
an abstract manner, tracking how input packets and previous
state are transformed into output packets and new state.
The next step explores ways to convert our tree of code

paths into a concrete execution plan (or EP, as in Figures 3 to 5)
which maps NF functionality to platform-specific functional-
ity. The search process gradually builds partial EPs by replac-
ing nodes in the functional representation with components
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that implement the same functionality on a specific platform.
Figure 6 shows a portion of the search space that SyNAPSE

navigateswhenoffloading theNATtoaprogrammable switch,
specifically using the P4 language. During this search, it de-
tects that an access to the map flows could be implemented
as either a simple table lookup, a direct register lookup, or
even a more complex mechanism that uses both tables and
registers. Another alternative is sending the packet to another
device, e.g., the software controller, another accelerator, or
even a commodity middlebox server. This allows the search
process to explore solutions that use multiple heterogeneous
accelerators that distribute functionality across the network.

Startingwith the functional treedescribedearlier, thesearch
progressively tries replacing nodes one by one to emit new
EP nodes. At each step, SyNAPSE picks which tree node to
convert next, taking into account data-dependencies and read-
/write semantics, and then selects which component to swap
in, out of the many possible implementation candidates. As
the tree is explored, each partial EP is scored using a search
heuristic, guiding the search process towards finding “better”
solutions, according to some user-defined measure of good-
ness. The search is complete when all functional nodes have
been converted to EP nodes. Crucially, all complete EPs that
can result from searchwill be valid implementations that vary
in performance but not functionality.

Figures 3 to 5 correspond to valid EPs of Figure 2 but with
different trade-offs, all reachable via different heuristics. For
Figure 3, SyNAPSE chose to implement the port allocation
logic on the controller, whereas for Figures 4 and 5 it decided
to optimistically implement this stateful logic using regis-
ters on the switch, with the latter having additional logic
implemented to allow for asynchronous migration of data
between the registers and tables. Crucially, all these choices
were motivated by their specific heuristic.
Heuristics: In the above discussion, we did not describe how
SyNAPSE decides which of the many possible component
implementations to choose in converting the functional tree
into an EP. Deciding which component implementation to
choose at each step is the job of a heuristic. The design of
good heuristics remains an open problem for the SyNAPSE
project, but we envision pre-programming SyNAPSE with
several heuristics, and at NF deployment time an operator
simply choosing the heuristic that best meets their needs. For
example, in a datacenter with online data-intensive applica-
tions [28] and tight deadlines, an operator might choose to
run a heuristic designed to minimize latency; in a wide area
network setting with large traffic flows an operator might
prefer a heuristic which maximizes throughput.

We define heuristic as a function that given a pair of partial
EPs returns the better of the two (i.e. a comparator), for some
definition of better. For example, a simple heuristic that tries

to optimize for throughput, when given both options, might
choose an implementation that does not detour traffic to the
controller over one that does. The search process uses the
heuristic to sort and decidewhich partial EP tomake progress
on during the next iteration, as it is deemed the best candi-
date so far. That partial EP will potentially generate multiple
others, as SyNAPSEwill probably find that there are multiple
ways of offloading the current component. The process then
repeats, continuously using the heuristic to guide search.

Ourwork developing heuristics is still at an early stage, and
so far we have explored a few simple heuristics such as mini-
mizing the number of EP nodes that run on theCPU.However,
we hypothesize that more elaborate heuristics have poten-
tials to outperform the simple heuristics we have tried. In
the examples above about minimizing latency or maximizing
throughput, we might incorporate a performance prediction
model into our heuristics. Exploring the best heuristics for
SyNAPSE across awide range of platforms is our futurework.

4 Evaluation

In this section, we conduct experiments to understand the
impact that different performance targets have on different as-
pects of the systems that SyNAPSE generates. We implement
a prototype of SyNAPSE and run it using the same running
example of a NAT described in Section 2. We implement the
NAT in C with the Vigor framework [30].

As our work on heuristics is still early stage, we manually
explore the search space.We found three distinct solutions tar-
geting different performance objectives: CPU load, resource
utilization, and throughput; with solutions illustrated in Fig-
ures 3 to 5. We refer to these solutions as min-resources,
min-cpu-load, and max-throughput respectively. We then
evaluate the performance of the different solutions by look-
ing at three different factors: the fraction of packets that the
switch sends to the controller, the CPU load on the controller,
and the switch resource utilization.

4.1 Experimental setup

Simulator: We implement a simulator that replicates the
switch functionality and the controller in software. Because
we have full control over the simulator we can retrieve fine
grained statistics about the behavior of the switch and how
it interacts with the controller. For instance, we can track the
number of times that the controller writes to the data struc-
tures inside the switch as well as the occupancy of these data
structures. Using the simulator also lets us more easily gen-
erate synthetic traffic with variable packet sizes and packet
inter-arrival times.
Time is simulated and packets are transmitted as if they

were subjected to a link rate of 100Gbps. The simulated switch
data structures mimic the same capacities as the ones on the
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Figure 7: Fraction of traffic sent to controller under em-

pirical (a) and synthetic trafficwith variable churn (b).

real switch.Moreover, the simulationuses the samehash func-
tion to calculate register indexes as on the switch, which is
crucial to detect collisions. Finally, it takes 300`𝑠 to complete
write operations to the tables [31].

These simulations are, however, notmeant for fine-grained
performance prediction, but for providing insights on rela-
tive performance between different offloading solutions op-
timized for different goals. We envision that operators may
use them to test different performance objectives before they
even commit to buying new hardware.
Workloads: We use two types of traffic: empirical traces
obtained from a university datacenter [1], and synthetic ones.
Both contain 42k flows in total and 117 elephant flows respon-
sible for 80% of the total volume of traffic. The packet sizes
follow a bimodal distribution in which the majority is less
than 200B or greater than 1400B. The synthetic traffic has
the same characteristics as the empirical one but modified to
achieve specific values of flow churn, which we define as the
number of different flows that replace others during a given
period. Traces with higher churn have to handle new flows
more often. We found that churn is a particularly important
metric formanynetwork functions generatedusingSyNAPSE
as packets from new flows are often more costly than packets
from existing ones.

4.2 Findings

Fraction of traffic sent to the controller: Figure 7a shows
how different performance objectives impact the fraction of
packets sent to the controller. Under empirical traces, the
min-resources configuration causes the amount of traffic
sent to the controller to increase by three orders ofmagnitude
compared to the other configurations. This is expected as
sending more traffic to the controller allows SyNAPSE to use
fewer switch resources.

With no recirculation the Tofino processes packets at line
rate independently of packet sizes. Performance not only dete-
riorates but becomes harder to predict when packets are sent
to the controller. Thatmotivated us to use the relative number
of packets sent to the controller as an evaluation metric. This
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metric is optimistic in the sense that it does not consider the
time it takes for a packet to be sent to the CPU and trigger a
table write operation in the switch to completion. Neverthe-
less it provides an important insight on the NF’s performance
on the switch: the more packets are sent to the controller, the
worse the performance.

We also use synthetic traces to show that the fraction of
packets sent to the controller correlates with the degree of
churn, measured in flows per minute (fpm) (Figure 7b). While
this is true for all configurations, max-throughput is the least
sensitive to churn. This is because, unlike min-resources,
which requires the first packet of every flow to be sent to the
controller, max-throughput takes advantage of registers, and
thus processes a larger fraction of traffic entirely in the switch.
Moreover, unlike min-cpu-load, it relies on the controller to
asynchronously move data from the registers to the tables.
This decreases the number of flows that need to be sent to the
controller, which happens every time there is a collision on
the registers. The trade-off to this solution is that it increases
the load on the CPU in the common case, as we will see next.
CPUloadon the controller: TheCPU loadon the controller
is influenced not only by the amount of traffic that it receives
butalsoby thenumberofasynchronousoperations that theap-
plication imposes. In this context, asynchronous operations
are those that are conducted without the need to forward
traffic to the controller. For example, the max-throughput
configuration uses asynchronous operations to move flows
from registers to tables, without sending the first packet of
every flow to the controller. Instead, a digest is sent to the
controller,which eventually acts upon it andmigrates thenew
flow’s data from the registers to the tables. Even though this
is able to reduce the amount of traffic sent to the controller, it
still imposes load on the CPU. Figure 8a demonstrates this by
showing the relative CPU load on the controller for the three
different configurations under the empirical traces.
Surprisingly, however, when we artificially increase the

level of churn to 100M fpm using the synthetic traffic (Fig-
ure 8b), the min-cpu-load configuration starts to impose an
even largerCPU load on the controller than max-throughput.
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This is due to the fact that, under suchextremechurn, the regis-
ter space fills up fast and both solutions end up sending either
a digest or a full packet to the controller for every new flow.
The way max-throughput processes the digest, however, in-
duces slightly less load than how min-cpu-load processes
packets. Whereas the latter receives the packet, updates the
switch tables, and finally forwards it, the former needs only
to receive the notification (digest) and update the tables.
Switch resources: Finally, we look at the amount of switch
resources that each configuration needs. Table 1 shows the
resource utilization reported by the Tofino compiler as a per-
centage of each resource type used when targeting a 32-port
100Gbps Tofino switch (Wedge 100B-32X). It shows how Sy-
NAPSE can vastly reduce switch resource utilization when
this is set as themain performance objective (min-resource).
For themin-resource configuration,SyNAPSEalmosthalves
the SRAMutilization, reducesMapRAMutilization by 5× and
barely uses the other switch resources when compared to the
other configurations. This is particularly useful when multi-
ple applications share the same switch. Operatorsmay choose
to optimize a performance-critical application for throughput
and a less performance-critical one for resource utilization.
Summary: There is no “one-size fits all” solution when
designing NF accelerators. Different goals ask for different
offloading approaches, raising the development challenge.
These preliminary experiments already showcase the power
of SyNAPSE in delivering different performance objectives
from the same high-level implementation. We are currently
working on expanding the platforms that SyNAPSE supports,
implementing other more complex NFs, and developing au-
tomated (rather than hand guided) search.

5 Discussion

We have demonstrated component-based synthesis as a
promising approach to deploying ‘write-once, run anywhere’
dataplane programs for heterogeneous architectures.Our pro-
totype, SyNAPSE, uses interchangeable, abstract components
with performance- and resource-tuned implementations. Be-
fore concluding, we discuss SyNAPSE in context with related
approaches and discuss future work.
Network Synthesis: Recent work has been using synthe-
sis in the scope of traditional SDN and network configura-
tion [15, 17, 33]. This is in contrast to and complementary of
SyNAPSE, which synthesizes network functions.
Related Synthesizers: We argue that SyNAPSE’s form of
component-based synthesis [13] fits in a sweet spot of com-
plexity and abstraction. Traditional sketch-based program
synthesis approaches (e.g., [26]) explore fine-grained changes
in code, typically using a template to restrict the search space.
This poses a challenge, as the system either has to limit the

Table 1: Resources used by different implementations.

Resource Type Min. resources Min. CPU load Max. throughput

Hash bits 2.2% 11.1% 11.1%
Hash Dist Unit 0% 34.7% 34.7%
SRAM 16.7% 29% 29%
Map RAM 5.6% 30.2% 30.2%
TCAM 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
VLIW 1.3% 9.6% 9.6%
Meter ALU 0% 25% 25%
Match Crossbar 3.3% 10.1% 10.1%

flexibility of potential solutions, or deal with an intractably
large searchspace that representsnearlyall possibleprograms.
By using components as the key abstraction for space explo-
ration, we constrain the search space (avoiding state space
explosions), while imposing only practical restrictions on the
space of possible designs. Other NF frameworks have used
rule-based translation [19, 31], instead of synthesis. The bene-
fit of SyNAPSE relative to these approaches is that rule-based
translation only proposes one solution, while SyNAPSE can
explore different deployment options and consider trade-offs.
Partitioning: Sonata [11] also tackles the problem of parti-
tioning programs between CPUs and PISA switches, but for
network telemetry queries. SyNAPSE handles more general
NFs, requiring a more powerful approach like search.
FutureWork: Any good heuristicwill perform some form of
performance prediction, a task which is a research area in its
own right [12]. Our search space exploration must not only
account for predicted performance of different tasks on differ-
ent hardware platforms, but must also predict the transition
cost of transferring packets from one platform to another –
another aspect of performancewewill need tomodel. Further,
if our predictions have errors, we will have to be careful to
understand how errors in our heuristics lead to sub-optimal
execution plans (i.e., is it the case thatmild errors in heuristics
can lead to very bad execution plans? Or that very bad errors
in heuristics can still lead to fairly good execution plans?)
This task of designing heuristics will become increasingly
complex as we add more hardware platforms to SyNAPSE
beyond the PISA and x86 platforms which we already sup-
port, such as FPGAs, Network Processing Units (NPUs), or
Infrastructure/Data Processing Units (IPUs/DPUs).
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